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WAS PORTING GUIDE: DIFFERENCES IN THE LIBRARIES



© 2007 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.



Adobe, the Adobe logo, Bridge, Creative Suite, and Version Cue are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. Java is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. The information in this document is furnished for informational use only, is subject to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Adobe Systems Incorporated. Adobe Systems Incorporated assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this document. The software described in this document is furnished under license and may only be used or copied in accordance with the terms of such license.



WAS Porting Guide: Differences in the Libraries Structural Changes All three Adobe® Creative Suite® 2 (CS2) libraries were combined into WasScriptLibrary.jsx. In doing so, some things were added and deleted. Everything deleted was either superseded by new things or not needed (Many deleted functions were never used by Adobe customers, and if they were, they will still work if taken from the original libraries.) AdobeScriptLibrary.jsx was removed in its entirety and a new class was written for persistent storage outside of using Bridge Preferences. The reason for this kind of storage mechanism for scripting is that often users reset their preferences. If all scripts used nothing but the Preferences object, users would lose all their script persistent data. AdobeScriptLibrary3.jsx was largely bug fixes for the other libraries. For the sake of this discussion, we refer to the CS2 and CS3 versions rather than using filenames.



Changes CS2: StartTargetApplication CS3: Deleted This function was in CS2 as a workaround to a BridgeTalk bug when queuing a message to an application while starting. That bug was fixed, so this function is no longer needed.



CS2: AdobeLibrary1.applications CS3: Deleted This was an associative array that returned “pretty” application names from the application-name part of BridgeTalk specifiers. While this was useful, the list of applications is now much larger and more fluid, so it is preferable for script developers to just their own strings.



CS2: verifyInstalledApplication CS3: Deleted When CS2 development began, the only way to know if an application was installed was to iterate through the list of applications supplied by BridgeTalk.targets. That was rectified by the time CS2 shipped.



CS2: ensureUniqueFile( file ) CS3: File.prototype.uniquify() This was changed to be an extension to the File object. It ensures a given file has a unique name by adding an integer to the filename.
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CS2: getScriptFileName() CS3: Deleted This was useful for determining the name and path of a script file. It cannot be a library function, as it returns the name/path of the library. This is noted in Lib1 in CS2 with instructions to embed the function in its own script. This should be documented, but it should not be in a library.



CS2: writeToFile( text ) CS3: Deleted This utility was used to help debug BridgeTalk commands (scripts). It was not intended to remain in the released library.



CS2: isValidReference( thing ) CS3: Deleted Improved coding style renders this unnecessary.



CS2: isInDesign, isPhotoshop, ... CS3: Deleted These were early implementations that were switched over to file prototype extensions for CS2. They were never removed.



CS2: TYPES, ... CS3: WasLib.fileFilters (instance of WasLib.Preferences) This was changed to a WasLib.Preferences object, so the enumerations would not be re-created each time. This allows scripters to add file types to the enumerations and have them be persistently stored.



CS2: File.prototype.isFileType() CS3: No changes CS2: File.prototype.isPhotoshop, ... (all applications) CS3: Deleted Use isFileType instead.



File Prototype Extensions In CS2: ●



File.getNameWithoutExtension



●



getExtension



●



getFileWithExtension,



●



...
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In CS3: ●



File.nameWithoutExtension()



●



File.setExtension — The file must exist for this to work.



●



File.getFileWithExtension — Returns a file object with the same name and path but a new extension.



●



File.uniquify() — Discussed above.



CS2: verifyFolder( folder ) CS3: Folder.prototype.verify() This creates the entire path to a Folder object that does not exist.



CS2: Date.formatter( format string) CS3: Date.format( format string) This formats a Date object to whatever you want. The supported syntax in CS3 is the same as in CS2.



String Prototypes These are mostly the same in CS3 as in CS2.



CS2: createMenu CS3: Deleted This was a workaround to fix early bugs in MenuElement during CS2 development cycle. It is no longer needed.



CS2: createGenericMenus CS3: WasLib. createAppMenus() This creates application menus in the Tools folder.



CS2: sendBridgeTalkMessage() CS3: Deleted This is not needed.



CS2: getBridgeFiles( mask, getFolderChildren, filesOnly, firstOnly ) CS3: getBridgeFiles( mask ) This returns files selected in Bridge® or, if no files are selected, returns all files shown in the Bridge window. This makes sure there are local files from Version Cue® projects. It issues warnings if no files are selected. All options other than the ability to set a file-extension mask were removed. The original implementation included first-level children of selected folders. That was confusing, so it was omitted in CS3
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CS2: Iterator Class CS3: Deleted This was only for Java™-style coders and is not needed.



CS2: Hashtable() CS3: WasLib.Hashtable() This fixed a bug related to JavaScript that does not allow eval( ht.toSource() ) to work if there is any function or property named “get.” Now, Hashtables are serializable with toSource(), which is the foundation for removing Lib2. WasLib.Preferences object is a Hashtable that self-saves/loads.



CS2: URL class CS3: Deleted This was never used.



CS2: Tokenizer class CS3: Deleted This was another unnecessary, Java-like nicety.



CS2: StringBuffer() CS3: WasLib.StringBuffer() This is the fastest way to build strings in JavaScript.



CS2: Stack class CS3: WasLib.Stack This is not really needed but helpful for working with arrays.



CS2: XML stuff CS3: Deleted This is no longer needed (native XML handling now).



CS2: FileTree, ThumbnailTree class - hierarchical file/thumbnail traversal CS3: Deleted Bridge handles files and does not need this.



CS2: BAScriptMenu class CS3: Deleted This concept is too abstract for most scripters.
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CS2: translateErrorCodes CS3: Deleted This was not used.



CS2: FIFOBuffer class CS3: WasLib.FIFOBuffer This was moved into the WasLib namespace.



CS2: messageDialog CS3: Deleted This allowed non-modal messages during BridgeTalk execution. Eventually we started using the message pane at the lower left of the Bridge window.



CS2: progressDialog CS3: WasLib.progressErrorPalette This is used in BridgeTalkIterator and BridgeTalkLongProcess to show a list of errors that happen in remote BridgeTalk scripts.



CS2: BridgeTalkIterator class CS3: WasLib.BridgeTalkIterator class This was moved into the WasLib namespace.



CS2: BridgeTalkLongProcess class CS3: WasLib.BridgeTalkLongProcess class This was moved into the WasLib namespace.



CS2: DialogUtilities CS3: Deleted This was an attempt to make it easier to do ScriptUI. While it was easier and save a lot of code, it was not architected well.



CS2: DoNotShowWarningAlert class CS3: WasLib.AlertNoShow class This shows an alert with a Do Not Show Again check box.



CS2: FileSetDialog CS3: Deleted This handled user extension of file selections, including hierarchy. We are leaving that to Bridge now.
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CS2: FileOutputDialog CS3: Deleted This is used to rename files, specify output files, etc. It is not needed in current WAS scripts.



CS2: stringWidth CS3: Deleted This is used to get the width of a string. It is not needed in CS3.



CS2: stringHeight CS3: Deleted This is not needed in CS3



CS2: AdobeLibraryStrings CS3: WasLib.strings This is an object containing pre-localized strings.



Additions for CS3 WasLib.Preferences Class Basically this is a persistent Hashtable. It is documented in the code.



WasLib.Log Class This is useful for logging to disk. It is documented in the code.



WasLib.KeyedArrayList Class If you put in a key and value, this stores the value in an array and ensures the array contains only unique values. Only one array is created for each key. This is handy when you are storing data in several arrays. With this class, you can “name” the array with a key value, and reference it that way. If sorted == true, the arrays are sorted alphabetically, in ascending order.



WasLib.filterPanel( panel, filterChangeCallback ) Given a panel, this puts up a scriptUI widget that allows users to select file-filter presets. They can modify and save their own as well. When the active filter changes, the filterChangeCallback function is executed with the new filter.



WasLib.decimalToHex, WasLib.hexToDecimal These are self-explanatory.
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WasLib.getGuid This provides a hacked GUID. It is very useful in handling complex BridgeTalk transactions, as it allows you to identify instances of objects for keeping context information straight when executing chains of BridgeTalk messages.



WasLib.setupDropdown( list, table, selectedText, selectedIndex ) Given a ScriptUI drop-down list and a WasLib.Hashtable, this fills the list with the Hashtable keys.



WasLib.cullFolders( array ) This culls Folder objects from an array of Files and Folders.



WasLib.exportJpg( File, destFile ) This exports a JPG.



WasLib.AppLauncher Class This is used when application launching was not working in CS3 during development. We might be able to remove this, but then the WAS scripts will need to be updated.



Another Big Change Metadata Library Object (MdElement, etc.) These were added to the ContactSheet script and are no longer in the library. They were used to make the ExportMetadata script, which was omitted from the WAS.
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